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Abstract

RESEARCH BACKGROUND

This paper presents the research results and the creation of
knowledge of bell objects in the field of CHH. It describes
approaches and methods for creation, store, presentation and
protection of digital resources in the field of cultural and
historical heritage. It also presents an online platform for the
presentation of the collected and processed data of these
objects.

This research is a result of investigations and analyzes of
approaches and methods of creating and presenting digital
content in the field of CHH, performed by many scientists of
different areas.

INTRODUCTION

One of those projects is “Research and Identification of
Valuable Bells of the Historic and Culture Heritage of
Bulgaria and Development of Audio and Video Archive with
Advanced Technologies (BELL)” [1], [2] and [3]. The aim of
the project is a research and identification of unique bells of
historical and cultural heritage of Bulgaria with the assistance
of modern technologies and the creation of digital repositories
with the collected and analyzed information.

Creating and representing digital content of objects of cultural
and historical heritage (CHH) is an important task of today
society. It combines working and investigating at different
scientific areas.

After this research the team continued working with this
subject at project “Multimedia fund BellKnow”. The idea was
to describe and present the collected knowledge by semantic
technologies [4] and [5].

In an attempt to answer the needs for wider accessibility of the
orthodox bells collection a team from the Institute of
Mathematics and Informatics has developed and applied a
multimedia digital platform “BellKnow”. This development
aims at adequate and complex presenting, documenting,
cataloguing and preserving of orthodox bells through the use
of modern technologies.

During the realization of the project have been examined
many bell objects and was collected a lot of information about
them. The data for these objects include digital images of the
objects, beating sound, technical data (size, magnitude,
weight, etc.), materials they were made, manufacturing
method, precise location, the way they was acquired, art
decoration of the bell and etc.

Section 2 describes a methodology for semantic representation
of bell knowledge.

After the building of digital archives, analyzing and
passporting of the examined bells, was born the idea to
describe and present the collected knowledge by semantic
technologies. Thus was born prolongation of this theme with
the project “Multimedia fund BellKnow”. In the framework of
this project of the Institute of Mathematics and Informatics
was developed an online platform with the same name
(http://www.math.bas.bg/vt/BellKnow/), which presented
semantic knowledge of studied bell objects [1].

Keywords: Multimedia digital libraries, Semantic web,
Protection of knowledge

Section 3 is devoted to digitization process and development
of multimedia digital archive.
Section 4 presents architecture and functionality of the digital
platform, built on the basis of the developed ontology of bell
objects and multimedia digital archive.
In the last section are described some conclusions and aspects
for future work.

The team that made semantic representation of bell objects
was also involved in digitization, building of archives and a
semantic description in other areas [6], [7], [8], [9], [10] and
[11].
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Bell objects – part of cultural and historical heritage of
Bulgaria

fate of many generations of Bulgarians. Campanology and in
particular the research of the unique Bulgarian bells are a still
insufficiently explored area. Some of the studies in this area
are carried out in a real environment - bell towers of churches
and
museums,
which
require
solving
complex
interdisciplinary task. There is therefore a need for
interdisciplinary research in this area that is of high scientific
and technical level and to provide opportunities for access to
the results. For these reasons, the creation and optimization of
approaches and methods for storing valuable knowledge for
Bulgarian bells in digital media storage, protection of digital
resources, and to provide and maintain detailed information in
the online platform, is up to date and difficult task. An integral
part of these studies is to define the basic characteristics and
collection, digitization and processing of the raw data of the
bells.

The subject area of this research is bell objects. They are
artifacts of great artistic value in the field of
CHH,
which are closely related with the spiritual, social and material
life of society through the centuries.
An object bell (old Saxon: bellan, to bawl or bellow) is a
simple sound-making device. The bell is a percussion
instrument and an idiophone. Its form is usually a hollow,
cup-shaped acoustic resonator, which vibrates upon being
struck. The striking implement can be a tongue suspended
within the bell, known as a clapper or uvula, a separate mallet
or hammer, or in small bells – a small loose sphere enclosed
within the body of the bell.
To create digital content of objects of CHH should consider
their specific features and characteristics at particular subject
area. Objects bell may considered by different perspectives: as
subject of reality, which has its own parameters (size, shape,
characteristics and etc.); as a musical instrument – at music
bell is classified as a type of percussion instrument; as the
subject of social importance – by the centuries the bell was a
means of communication and dissemination of news in small
settlements (through different beat bell notifies the population
of danger, disaster, holiday, wedding, funeral and etc.); as a
work of foundry art the bell was melted by master craftsmen
on request of noble people, clergy, rulers and etc.; as a cultural
and historical symbol – one of the purpose of the bell has
always been to remind people about holidays and events
related to the history (figure 1).

SEMANTIC
KNOWLEDGE

ARCHITECTURE

OF

BELL

Building of semantic architecture of bell objects knowledge is
based on the Tim Berners-Lee [12] idea of a Semantic Web,
where the main purpose is to construct knowledge of a
definite objective area to be in a suitable form for machine
“smart” processing.
All the gained knowledge in particular area is called
“ontology” of that area. The term “ontology” comes from
philosophy, where “ontology” is the study of the nature of
being, becoming, existence, or reality, as well as the basic
categories of being and relations between them. The data
described through ontology is interpreted as a set of “objects”
and a set of “properties” which interact one to another. The
ontology also contains a set of “axioms” which gives
restrictions on “individuals” and relations between them.

Formalization of bell knowledge
Formalization is a process in which the knowledge of the
subject area is divided into different levels. These levels have
a specific purpose to distribute knowledge more “machine
interpretable”. Bell objects could formal explain with some
different thematic areas of description (named “level of
knowledge”):

Figure 1: Bell object – bell №03 at St. Alexander Nevsky
Patriarchal Cathedral (Sofia, Bulgaria).

 Identification level – First level of knowledge describe
bell objects with common identifying characteristics such as:
ID; type; innkeeper; owner; location; part of the set;
craftsmanship; a molded by the founder/foundry; layout;
technical data; shape; size; weight and etc.;

During the last decades have been lost hundreds of bells, the
traditions of their making and their unique ringing. The sound
of bells is always associated with the joys and sorrows at time
of war and peace, national and religious holidays and
ceremonies. It is connected somehow with life, culture and the

 Describing level – Second level is consist data about
describing items of layout of objects. It describes the depicted
content on the surface of objects bell (if any). This content
consist knowledge of different cultural events in the
community and relations to current object. It includes
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 Ontology of bell-foundry – a “subject ontology”
representing a methodology and way of making bells. It also
describing some bell-foundry technology and bell moulders;

descriptions of various ornaments, texts (about of creator of
the bell, technical data, or messages inscribed on the bell
object) and images (of religious or historical characters saints, rulers, scenes, symbols and etc.). It also include a
description of concepts and terms such as “made in memory
of …”, “a gift on the occasion of …”, “a memorial bell” and
so long;

 Glossary of terms (taxonomy) at the field of bells
knowledge – a glossary of some useful terms at this subject,
with semantic annotations.

 Technical data – The last level of knowledge covers all
the technical data. This describes “Geometric characteristics”
(such as size, height, weight and so long) and various
information revealing the technology of casting, the making
materials of bells and other diverse additional technical
details. It also includes “Sound data” – describing the sound
characteristics of the object bell, including information about
the beating the bell, sound analysis (ringtone attenuation of
sound, etc.), ringtones and more.

Building OWL ontology of bell objects
The process of building of bell ontology is described in details
in [4]. In this process has been used Protégé platform [13].
Protégé’s model is comparable to object-oriented and framebased systems. It basically can represent ontologies consisting
of classes, properties (slots), property characteristics (facets
and constraints), and instances. It provides an open Java API
to query and manipulate models. Using user interface first can
create classes, assign properties to the classes, and then
restrict the properties’ facets for certain classes. Finally the
platform is able to automatically generate user interfaces that
support the creation of instances. For each class in the
ontology, the system creates one form with editing
components (widgets) for each property of the class.

Interpretation and formalization of knowledge of bell objects
are not considered in isolation from the specifications and
standards of presentation of cultural information. In this
regard it has been done comparing and linking the selected
concepts with the approved CIDOC Conceptual Reference
Model (CRM), representing the “object-oriented ontology” of
implicit and explicit presentation of concepts documenting
cultural heritage. That ensures reusability and portability of
the existing ontology-based descriptive models.

Bell ontology classes
The contents of bell objects ontology is arranged in classes
which are presented in Figure 2. The number of classes is 70,
the number of the relations between them is 87 and the
number of axioms – 648.

Ontology of bell objects
Ontology of bell objects is “subject ontology” and represents
the knowledge about these objects. It aims to semantically
describe bells with their characteristics, to define different
specifications for them and make relations with other
specialized semantic structures. The language of ontology of
bell objects is Bulgarian.
Ontological model of bell objects, along with its main
elements (individuals, properties, classes and relations) is
presented at [1] and [4].

Additional specialized semantic structures of bell objects
During the process of investigation of bell objects are made
clear descriptions of multiple facts, objects and situations
related with bell objects. This requires the construction of
additional ontological substructures for the subject area:
 Ontology of historical events related to the subject
area – a “subject ontology” representing some events related
to some bell objects;

Figure 2: Basic schema of classes of ontology of bell objects
(in Bulgarian)

 Ontology of religious and social themes depicted on
bell objects – a “subject ontology” describing some of
religious or social themes illustrated on bell objects;

Detailed description and content examples, links and
limitations of classes in the bell objects ontology can be found
in[1], [4], [5] and [14].
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text, photo (scanning with flat scanner) – The system
actually represents – a scanning device which is
connected to a personal computer with appropriate
software components for performing the scanning
process;



video, audio (digitizing analog video and audio stream) –
The process of digital video and audio recording is done
with the system that operates in real time. This is analog
playback device according to media digital recording. To
perform digitization are needed adequate equipment and
appropriate software process management;

Digital objects are “digital images” of different type of objects
or content (text content, images, photos, documents and audio
or video recordings). Digital objects can be made by two main
approaches: creating a new digital content or digitalizing of
real object or signal into digital one. Different type of content
required a different equipment and methodology. For
example, text content may enter by operator or may be
scanned. It depends by the purpose of creation of the resource,
whether it is a priority the content of the document or its
authentic layout. Before digitization should be analyzed
specifics of the objects and seeking goals of creation of digital
resources:



3-Dimention imaging – (3D scanning) – Process of 3dimensional scan is performed with a suitable system,
such as the object is scanned by all the visible sides and
then specific software build a full three-dimensional
representation. 3D scanning technology is preferred for
3D digitalization of artifacts with cultural and historical
value, because its uses “nontuch” technology of digitizing
objects.



A digital resource is created to spread or to preserve – by
this depends the quality of the resulting recordings;

Indexing of digital resources



The digital resource will be used for further analysis – by
that depends requirements of the content;



Is the subject endangered of harm – by that depends the
choice of technology of digitizing – contact or
contactless, in a secure environment;



And so long.

TECHNOLOGIES, APPROACHES AND TOOLS FOR
THE CREATION AND STORING OF DIGITAL
RESOURCES IN THE FIELD OF CULTURAL
HERITAGE
An important part of presenting of the knowledge of objects
of cultural and historical heritage is the creation of digital
media resources. Through these resources is exhibit the real
value of the objects. The process of creating of the digital
resources includes digitization, indexing, protection and
preservation of digital objects. The process of creating digital
resources in this area is described in details in [5] and [15].

Specifics of digitalization processes of objects with cultural
and historical values are described in [7] and [16].

Indexing of separate digital recordings has been done by
entering the metadata into objects, as it is consistent with
international standards applicable to objects of cultural
heritage. The choice of these standards should be consider
where the resources will perform in the global network. Good
practice is to use the Dublin Core standard and technology of
adding text boxes (metadata). For all digital objects is
generated XML attached file. That file includes text
annotations in metadata form, which helps the various
archives, library systems and Internet agents to index and
process the content of those digital artifacts. The description
of digital resources is necessary as part of the method of
building digital archive, supporting activities such as
classification, searching, filtering and etc. of artifacts in a
wide array of resources. After research was formed two
approaches of organization of metadata (the use of two lines
simultaneously is recommended):

Process of digitalization
The process of digitalization is more complicated than
expected if the subject is artifact of CHH, which carry
additional information and have heterogeneous or sometimes
quite unusual properties and forms. Digitalizing of bell
objects, depending of type of object (text, photo, audio, video
or 3D), requires different methods of recording, shooting,
indexing, processing and etc. Furthermore, for each type of
digital material should be taken into consideration various
factors, in order to ensure that the digital product will be used
stably in its full potential, now and in the future.
Some of methods of digitalization used in field of preserve
cultural heritage are described next:
 text, photo (photographing documents) – Photographing
documents and images is preferred because of the speed of
digitization, accessibility and relatively good quality of the
received digital copies;



Indexing of characteristics of resources – brief
descriptions of recordings with purpose of fast processing
of computer systems;



Indexing of content of resources – descriptions in detail
of the content of the digitized object in order to detect
information in that content.

The full content of the description of digitized artifacts is
embedded in the ontology of bell objects by semantic
metadata.
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Protection of digital resources

o

Data of bell geometric shape;

Each media recording is marked with interpolation of
identification code in its content. This is done in order to
guarantees its authenticity, identification and copyright. For
images is used insertion of visible and invisible watermark in
it. Marking of audio tracks is done by insertion of an
identification code in at least significant channels adapted to
human hearing. For videos are used combined methods of
image and sound marking [14] and [17].

o

Data of bell sound;

o

Data of relations between objects;



Textual corpuses of bell objects;



Multimedia recordings of bell objects at “Multimedia
fund BellKnow”.



Dictionaries of terms and synonyms.

ONLINE
PLATFORM
BELLKNOW”

“MULTIMEDIA

FUND

The online platform “Multimedia Fund BellKnow” is built on
the basis of the developed ontology of bell objects and
multimedia digital archive. Currently the platform is in
Bulgarian
and
can
be
reached
at:
http://www.math.bas.bg/vt/BellKnow/. The next stage is to be
developing English and Russian versions.
The model of presentation of knowledge about bell objects in
the platform is presented for each object individually or for
grouped objects by location or other characteristics, including
the choice of the user. The information about objects include
images, media (audio and video) recordings, technical data,
historical information, sound analysis and others.

Figure 3: Visible watermark of bell object (bell in the
courtyard of “St. Nedelya” Church in Sofia).

Multimedia digital archive of bell objects
Multimedia digital archive of bell objects contains textual
data, digital images, audio and video recordings. All the
content of this repository is well structured, indexed with
metadata and secured. The main purpose of this digital archive
is to store as much as possible data of bell objects. This means
that all recordings have been processed with low data
compression. But for needs of online presentation of this
content, there is functionality to: extract collections of
recordings by user defined characteristics; process media files
to optimized volume and etc.
The architecture of data of bell objects is formed by:


Ontology of bell objects and some additional ontology
structures;



Dictionaries of terms and synonyms;



Multimedia digital archive of bell objects;

And the basic data structure is as follows:


Semantic annotations of objects:
o

Data of bell objects;

o

Data of bell places;

o

Data of making them up;
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functionalities works with several different types of media
like text data, semantic descriptions, images, audio and video
recordings.

Functional module of optimization and automation of
uploading digital resources
The platform has functionality of optimization and automation
of uploading of digital resources. This process is not only
upload a digital record, but accumulation of different type of
data about objects and links it together. It combines
multimedia records, meta data, textual annotations and
relations between objects. It upload a different type of data
about objects and connect (indexing) it together. The system
helps with a lot of text templates and best suggestions of
semantic descriptions and annotations of the current resource.
The basic algorithm of process of uploading is:
 Selection of resource - selecting a digital resource that
can be put in the system or can be edit;
 Processing of metadata from the resource – extracting
meta data from the resource or adding a such if there is not.
The module provides the use of templates for optimizing the
process of meta indexation;
 Adding semantic based descriptions - by selecting the
individual characteristics of the resource and selecting the
ontological object to the resource are added semantic
descriptions. This process is optimized by the choice of
controls and templates for this resource and the object to
which it refers (ontological objects should be introduced in
advance);
 Digital processing and resource integrating into the
system - the resource is processed if it is not corresponding to
the requirements of network resources in the network; running
processes for protecting it and the resource is integrated into
the system.
The access to this module is restricted to trusted users.

Functional module of presenting bell objects
Functionality for presenting of digital resources and objects
with their meta and semantic descriptions visualize any bell
object with many of his descriptions, annotations and
characteristics (Fig. 5). The left panel includes name, address,
location, technical data, condition, components, description,
art layout and many others. On the right are displayed the
digital media records for this object. The visualization of the
semantic description of a particular bell object was resolved
with hidden parts that appear with opening of a new window
or by a selecting of corresponding hyperlink. This option is
used mainly in presenting of bell descriptions and its artistic
annotation. A part of descriptive fields are also hidden,
keeping their values as a semantic metadata.

Figure 4: Objects in the online platform “Multimedia Fund
BellKnow”.

The system of “Multimedia fund BellKnow” contains a basic
functional modules for adding indexing searching and
representing digital content of bell objects. These
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Figure 5: Description of a bell object in “Multimedia Fund BellKnow” (in Bulgarian).

complex search and search clustering of results. The search
service is based on text search and complexity requests to the
semantic knowledge and ontologies of search objects and
close mach of search words, keywords, phrases and
annotations [18].

Functional term vocabulary
A Bell glossary has been added in the online platform
“Multimedia Fund BellKnow”, overlapping the ontological
structure “Glossary of terms (taxonomy) in campanology” and
using its semantic annotations, classes and data. After the
storing of a digital resource in the media repository special
machine verify the annotations and searches specialized terms
in it. If the terms are detected, it automatically puts a link to
their corresponding definition (explanation).

Functional module of online generated digital passports of
bell objects
The module has the ability to generate a passport through the
developed model for an individual object or objects, grouped
by location, by developed scheme for certification [19]. In the
electronic passport are present media records (audio and
video) of bell beating sounds or ensemble melodies recordings
of set of bells, as well as interviews, essays, documental
stories and etc. The algorithm for the generation of electronic
passports of bell objects is dynamical in real time, as

Functional module of search engine
The online platform “Multimedia Fund BellKnow” provides a
wide range of services for content search in metadata and
semantic descriptions of digital resources in Repository
Platform. It has been embedded algorithms for keyword
search, advanced search, semantic, context-based search,
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collecting and processing the actual information stored in the
semantic annotation of the objects. The particular sections of
the electronic passport include: historical reference, images,
bell scheme, media recordings, technical data, art layout and
sound analysis.
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CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
Paper presents modern approaches and methods of creating a
digital content of objects in the field of CHH. We've
developed ontological model of knowledge in specific subject
area in a field of cultural and historical heritage - bell objects.
In detail is described the semantics of the subject area, by
defining many features, characteristics, metadata, rules,
classes of knowledge and relationships between them. We've
also built online platform “Multimedia Fund BellKnow”,
containing digital resources and semantic-based knowledge of
bell objects.
Our future plans include experiments with other technologies
and platforms for storage and representation of such a specific
data. Also we plan to implement developed methods and
technologies in other projects of the same domain.
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